Local Unit Staff work with your PDC, Trips and Awards Committee or other designated group to determine alternative requirements due to the effects of COVID-19. Also consider lowering the total number of needed optional requirements for 2019-2020.

See considerations for each pin below. Numbers under each, correspond with the number on the application.

**4-H Membership Pin:**
1. No changes needed, your club may have had fewer total meetings this year or you may have attended virtual meetings.

**Bronze Pin:**
1. Consider any virtual events in this requirement.
2. No changes needed, your club may have had fewer total meetings this year or you may have attended virtual meetings.
3. Consider any virtual events in this requirement.

**Clover Pin:**
1. Consider any virtual events in this requirement.
2. No changes needed, your club may have had fewer total meetings this year or you may have attended virtual meetings.
3. Consider any virtual events in this requirement.

**Optional Requirements**
- Consider any virtual offering you took part in to meet this requirement.

**Emerald Pin:**
1. Consider any virtual events in this requirement.
2. No changes needed, your club may have had fewer total meetings this year or you may have attended virtual meetings.
3. Give a presentation at any face to face or virtual 4-H club, group or project meeting for this requirement.

**Optional Requirements**
- Consider any virtual offering you took part in to meet this requirement.

**Silver Pin:**
1. Consider any virtual events in this requirement.
2. No changes needed, your club may have had fewer total meetings this year or you may have attended virtual meetings.
3. Give a presentation at any face to face or virtual 4-H club, group or project meeting for this requirement.

**Optional Requirements**
- Consider any virtual offering you took part in to meet this requirement.
Silver Guard Pin:
1. Consider any virtual events in this requirement.
2. No changes needed, your club may have had fewer total meetings this year or you may have attended virtual meetings.
3. Give a presentation at any face to face or virtual 4-H club, group or project meeting for this requirement.

Optional Requirements
- Consider any virtual offering you took part in to meet this requirement.

Leadership Pin:
1. Consider any virtual events in this requirement.
2. No changes needed, your club may have had fewer total meetings this year or you may have attended virtual meetings.
3. Give a presentation at any face to face or virtual 4-H club, group or project meeting for this requirement.

Optional Requirements
- Consider any virtual offering you took part in to meet these requirements.
- Add this question: share how you have applied or utilized the leadership skills you developed in 4-H throughout COVID-19.

Gold Pin:
1. Consider any virtual events in this requirement.

Optional Requirements
- Consider any virtual offering you took part in to meet these requirements.
- Add this question: share how you have applied or utilized the leadership skills you developed in 4-H throughout COVID-19.

Gold Guard Pin:
Consider any virtual events in this requirement.

Optional Requirements
- Consider any virtual offering you took part in to meet these requirements.
- Add this question: share how you have applied or utilized the leadership skills you developed in 4-H throughout COVID-19.
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